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Israeli dossier on rights groups contains little evidence Traveling Through a Divided Israel - The New York Times
State of the Nation | SOTN: Alternative News, Analysis
An Israeli network of children's computer knowledge Israeli entrepreneurs pay it forward as 'scale-up nation' takes shape A growth

Traveling Through a Divided Israel - The New York Times For the historical people of Israel, see Israelites. The State of Israel is a

An Israeli network of children's computer knowledge Israeli entrepreneurs pay it forward as 'scale-up nation' takes shape A growth

Syrian State Media: 'Israeli Air Agression' Targets The Arab-Israeli War of 1948 broke out when five Arab nations invaded territory in the former Palestinian mandate immediately following the announcement of the independence of the state of Israel on May 14, 1948. In 1947, and again on May 14, 1948, the United States had offered de facto recognition of the Israeli Provisional Government, but

Palestinians: Israeli NSO spyware found on officials Nov 05, 2021 - A confidential Israeli dossier detailing alleged links between Palestinian human rights groups and an internationally designated terrorist ...

A confidential Israeli dossier detailing alleged links between Palestinian human rights groups and an internationally designated terrorist ...

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi stressed that restoring the concept and pillars of the nation-state, through supporting its institutions, and boosting the capabilities of national armies and central governments, was key to ...

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi stressed that restoring the concept and pillars of the nation-state, through supporting its institutions, and boosting the capabilities of national armies and central governments, was key to ...

A multi-agency investigation is immediately needed. "The "bombshell," first reported by Reuters, comes after Apple sued NSO ...

Multiple news outlets revealed Friday that Apple notified at least 11 U.S. State officials that their iPhones were recently hacked by an unknown party or parties with spyware developed by the private Israeli firm NSO Group. "A multi-agency investigation is immediately needed." The “bombshell,” first reported by Reuters, comes after Apple sued NSO ...
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A State Department spokesperson declined to comment on the intrusions, instead pointing to the Commerce Department's recent decision to ...

PA’s Shtayyeh says only a two-state solution can end Israeli company building largest U.S. solar project on RAILA ODINGA caught sleeping during President

A State Department spokesperson declined to comment on the intrusions, instead pointing to the Commerce Department's recent decision to ...

Israel & the Palestinians: Israeli NSO spyware found on officials Nov 05, 2021 - A confidential Israeli dossier detailing alleged links between Palestinian human rights groups and an internationally designated terrorist ...

Bombshell! Israeli Spyware Used to Hack iPhones of US Dec 03, 2021 - Multiple news outlets revealed Friday that Apple notified at least 11 U.S. State officials that their iPhones were recently hacked by an unknown party or parties with spyware developed by the private Israeli firm NSO Group. "A multi-agency investigation is immediately needed." The “bombshell,” first reported by Reuters, comes after Apple sued NSO ...
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'Bombshell!': Israeli Spyware Used to Hack iPhones of US Dec 03, 2021 - Multiple news outlets revealed Friday that Apple notified at least 11 U.S. State officials that their iPhones were recently hacked by an unknown party or parties with spyware developed by the private Israeli firm NSO Group. "A multi-agency investigation is immediately needed." The “bombshell,” first reported by Reuters, comes after Apple sued NSO ...

Chabad group targeting teenagers seeks Israeli state money Dec 03, 2021 - A State Department spokesperson declined to comment on the intrusions, instead pointing to the Commerce Department's recent decision to ...
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Syrian State Media: 'Israeli Air Agression' Targets The Arab-Israeli War of 1948 broke out when five Arab nations invaded territory in the former Palestinian mandate immediately following the announcement of the independence of the state of Israel on May 14, 1948. In 1947, and again on May 14, 1948, the United States had offered de facto recognition of the Israeli Provisional Government, but
the cost of housing and living in Israel proper. Government spending per citizen in the settlements is double that spent per Israeli citizen in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, while ...

Sisi Stresses Importance of Restoring ‘Nation-State’ to Nov 10, 2021 · Shtayyeh reiterates the Palestinians’ longstanding demands for a negotiated peace agreement that would create a Palestinian state ...

State of the Nation | SOTN: Alternative News, Analysis Nov 07, 2021 · A section of Israel’s separation barrier separates between the Israeli settlement of Modi’in Illit, right and the West Bank village of Nilin, west of Ramallah, Sunday, Nov. 7, 2021.

The Israeli Firm NSO—Makers of Pegasus Spyware—Must Be Nov 11, 2021 · The Palestinian Foreign Ministry says it has detected spyware developed by the Israeli hacker-for-hire company NSO Group on the phones of three senior officials.

U.S. State Department phones hacked with Israeli company Dec 03, 2021 · It concluded that the Israeli state “worked proactively to get Israeli cyberweapon companies, which in 2018 culminated in the so-called “Jewish Nation-State Law.”

Palestinians targeted with Israeli spyware decry ‘state Nov 08, 2021 · Palestinians Targeted With Israeli Spyware Decry ‘State Terrorism’ One of the heads of the Palestinian NGOs targeted by Israeli firm NSO’s cyberware slammed the hacking as a bid to ‘control civilian Palestinian society’

Israel | Fox News Nov 21, 2021 · Israeli officials said Eliyahu Kay, a 26-year-old immigrant from South Africa, was killed in the shooting. Kay had recently worked at the ...

Nearly 20 years on, Israeli barrier shapes Palestinian Dec 01, 2021 · Wednesday, December 1, 2021 – Former Prime Minister Raila Odinga has embarrassed his supporters after he was caught sleeping like a nerd when President Uhuru Kenyatta was delivering his State of the Nation address on Tuesday. Raila, 76, was among senior government officials and dignitaries who sat in the Speaker’s gallery to listen to the ...

Hamas gunman kills 1 before Israeli police shoot him dead Dec 08, 2021 · The State of Israel is the only Jewish nation in the modern period, and the region that now falls within its borders has a lengthy and rich history that dates from prebiblical times. The area was a part of the Roman Empire and, later, the Byzantine Empire before falling under the control of the fledgling Islamic caliphate in the 7th century ce.

Israel entrepreneurs pay it forward as ‘scale-up nation Dec 07, 2021 · Fire raged at the Syrian Port of Latakia in the wee hours of Tuesday morning after air strikes targeted at least one container at the site. Syrian state ...


Israel - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Nov 14, 2021 · Author Archives: State of the Nation Israel’s Speech at Australian Embassy in Israel in Response to People’s SOS Call (Video) New Normal In Gay Paris: What a way to completely kill the French Tourism Industry! You Know Elon Musk Knows Something Very BIG is About To Happen As His Tesla Stock Sell-off Tops $10 Billion!

Milestones: 1945–1952 - Office of the Historian Creation of Israel, 1948 On May 14, 1948, David Ben-Gurion, the head of the Jewish Agency, proclaimed the establishment of the State of Israel.U.S. President Harry S. Truman recognized the new nation on the same day.
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